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Danger, Overstayed in Hong Kong
Consul Consular I Hari Budiarto and Chief Operations Officer PathFinders Luna Chan
both affirmed that it is very dangerous for Indonesian migrant worker to have overstayed
visa status in Hong Kong. With overstayed status, BMI (BMI = Indonesian migrant
workers) are vulnerable to blackmail and intimidation which eventually forced them to
the dark world of HK. “If they continue to overstay, their problems will become more
complex,” Luna said to SUARA in her office, Friday (24/2).
With overstayed status, Luna said, BMI are threatened easily and finally end up
stuck and becoming dealer of illegal drugs, become prostitute, or domestic workers with
low salaries. “Frequently, they eventually also become drugs user. They are often
being blackmailed with threats to be reported to the police,” she said.
She advised BMI who have currently overstayed to surrender to Immigration
Office Kowloon Bay immediately. “No need to be afraid to surrender. Instead, it
becomes solution to fix the status of migrant workers who overstayed,” Luna said.
Hari added, that the black world which traps overstayed BMI makes them
vulnerable contracting to HIV and to violence. “They also have a potential to have
unwanted babies from promiscuity living,” he said.
He also suggested, BMI who are currently overstayed to surrender to Immigration Office
Hong Kong. Then, KJRI (KJRI = Consulate General Republic of Indonesia) will provide
SPLP (SPLP = letter for passport).
They can go home with dignity. Not become illegal residents in other country,” Hari
said.
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